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01 Introduction



Introduction
● What is a chatbot?

○ Chatbot is a conversational computer program that aim at simulating natural 
human conversation[1]

○ Example: Siri, Alexa



Objective
● We want to build a chatbot that can talk with you about a specific domain 

with some “background knowledge“ in that domain, e.g. terminologies, 
fundamental facts.

How to get the 
answer to a 
question?

First tell me why 
you want it.[2]

How to get the 
answer to a 
question?

By querying a 
structured 
database.

Chatbot in open domain Chatbot in a specific domain(NLP)



Objective
● Question-Answering

○ One of the main task of a chatbot
○ Process a question → output an answer

● Closed-domain
○ Focus on a specific domain or field
○ Advantages : 

■ Accurate
■ Efficient
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A method of directly finding answers in the given 
document.

Document : D = {d1, d2, d3, ..., dn}
Question : Q = {q1, q2, q3, ..., qm}

Answer : A = {ds, ..., de}

Extractive QA

Extractive 
QA

D

Q

s

e

The Amazon rainforest (Portuguese: Floresta
Amazônica or Amazônia; Spanish: Selva Amazónica,
Amazonía or usually Amazonia; French: Forêt
amazonienne; Dutch: Amazoneregenwoud), also known
in English as Amazonia or the Amazon Jungle, is a
moist broadleaf forest that covers most of the Amazon
basin of South America. This basin encompasses
7,000,000 square kilometres (2,700,000 sq mi), of
which 5,500,000 square kilometres (2,100,000 sq mi)
are covered by the rainforest.[3]

Which name is also used to describe the Amazon
rainforest in English?
Amazonia or the Amazon Jungle s=26, e=30

Where is Amazon rainforest?
South America s=44, e=45

What is Amazon rainforest?
a moist broadleaf forest s=32, e=35



Extractive QA Model

● roberta-base-squad2[3]
● Start vector S, End vector E, output 

embedding Ti 
● Probability = dot product between Ti 

and S followed by a softmax :

● Score of a candidate span from position 
i to position j : 

BERT fine-tuning for QA[4, 5]



Question Decomposition

● Extractive QA cannot handle some complicated questions
○ Extractive QA get the information based on the question
○ Unable to answer questions that involves knowledge spread over the document

● Question Decomposition
○ Split a question into different sub-questions
○ To get information step by step



Question Decomposition Model

● DecompRC [6]
● Split question into different sub-question of 3 types:

○ Bridging
○ Intersection
○ Comparison



Question Decomposition Model
● PointerC
● S = [s1, . . . , sn] denote a sequence of n words in the 

input sequence
● Encodes S using BERT

● Pointer score matrix

● Extracts c indices that yield the highest joint 
probability 
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Architecture
A question decomposition model that decomposing the compositional questions.
A extractive QA model that finding the answers of the questions in the documents.
A Ranking model that rank all candidate answers, and decide the most possible one.



Architecture: 

Question Decomposition model
The question decomposition model is modified from the decomposition functions of DecompRC[30]. It 
read the question from the user, if it is a compositional question, the model decomposes it into sub-
questions.

Example: 
Original question: Which kind of tools does the method that replaced statistical methods in NLP research
belongs to?
Sub-question1: What replaced statistical methods in NLP research? 
Sub-question2: Which kind of tools does [ANSWER] belongs to?

In this example, once the QA model get the answer to sub-question1, it will replace the [ANSWER] token in 
sub-question2.
And the answer to sub-question2 will be the final answer to the original question. As their may be more than 1 
answers of sub-question1, they form different sub-question2.



Architecture: 

Extractive QA model
The QA model is fine-tuned from roberta-base-squad2[3]). It is an extractive QA model and it is trained on the 
basic knowledge of a specific field in advance. 

It will generate the answers of a question according to given documents, and also give them corresponding 
score. Then, the answers, together with their score and the context where the model found them, will be send 
back.

In practice, we set the model to keep at most 5 most possible answers of a question. 



Architecture: 

Answer Ranking model
As the extractive QA model could find more than one possible answers for each question, we build a answer 
ranking model to rank all final answers, and decide the most possible one.
In practice, we define the final score as the product of the scores of the sub-answers. 



Architecture: 

Answer Ranking model
Example:

Sub-Answer1.1

Sub-Answer1.2

Sub-Answer2.1

Sub-Answer2.2

Sub-Answer2.3

Sub-Answer2.4

Final score 1 = score1.1*score2.1

Final score 2 = score1.1*score2.2

Final score 3 = score1.2*score2.3

Final score 4 = score1.2*score2.4

Sub-Qustion1

Sub-Qustion2(by sub-answer1.1)

Sub-Qustion2(by sub-answer1.2)
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Experiment：Test on manually-made datasets
We made several datasets contain a document and a set of questions made from the original texts of the 
documents, the documents are from different fields.
We made questions by modifying the original sentences, example:
Statistical methods in NLP research have been largely replaced by neural networks -
Many different classes of what algorithms have been applied to natural-language-processing tasks?



Experiment：Test on manually-made datasets
We test whether it can:
1. Decompose the sentence correctly. 
2. Find the context that contains the answer. 
3. Output the correct format of the answer, especially for those containing terms or special phrases.



Experiment: Limitations
Question Decomposition model: Not all the questions can be decomposed intuitively. 



Experiment: Limitations
Question Decomposition model: Some compositional  questions do not need decomposition, and even could 
not be answered correctly by solve these sub-questions.



Experiment: Limitations
Extractive QA model: The meaning of a sentences may be change by a single word.



Experiment: Limitations
Extractive QA model: The model could not output the answer in correct format in some cases.
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Conclusion

01 Different NLP theories are studied and different 
QA algorithms and model are investigated

02 Build a QA system based on extractive QA, and use a 
question decomposition model to improve its performance

03 System are evaluated and limitations are found



Future work

01 Solving the problems of the current system

02 Improving the system to a chatbot system

03 Exploring some practical use of our system



06 Demo



Q&A



Thank You!
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